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“GPU requires … an algorithm in 
terms of graphics primitives

–Calle Lejdfors, author
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import pycuda.driver as cuda
import pycuda.autoinit
import numpy

a = numpy.random.randn(4,4).astype(numpy.float32)
a_gpu = cuda.mem_alloc(a.nbytes)
cuda.memcpy_htod(a_gpu, a) # host-to-device

mod = cuda.SourceModule("""
    __global__ void multiply_by_two(float *a)
    {
      int idx = threadIdx.x + threadIdx.y*4;
      a[idx] *= 2;
    }
    """)

func = mod.get_function("multiply_by_two")
func(a_gpu, block=(4,4,1))

a_doubled = numpy.empty_like(a)
cuda.memcpy_dtoh(a_doubled, a_gpu) # device-to-host
print a_doubled
print a
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from jinja2 import Template

tpl = Template("""
    __global__ void add(
            {{ type_name }} *tgt, 
            {{ type_name }} *op1, 
            {{ type_name }} *op2)
    {
      int idx = threadIdx.x + 
        {{ thread_block_size }} * {{block_size}}
        * blockIdx.x;

      {% for i in range(block_size) %}
          {% set offset = i*thread_block_size %}
          tgt[idx + {{ offset }}] = 
            op1[idx + {{ offset }}] 
            + op2[idx + {{ offset }}];
      {% endfor %}
    }""")

rendered_tpl = tpl.render(
    type_name="float", block_size=block_size,
    thread_block_size=thread_block_size)

smod = SourceModule(rendered_tpl)
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from codepy.cgen import FunctionBody, \
        FunctionDeclaration, Typedef, POD, Value, \
        Pointer, Module, Block, Initializer, Assign
from codepy.cgen.cuda import CudaGlobal

mod = Module([
    FunctionBody(
        CudaGlobal(FunctionDeclaration(
            Value("void", "add"),
            arg_decls=[Pointer(POD(dtype, name))
                for name in ["tgt", "op1", "op2"]])),
        Block([
            Initializer(
                POD(numpy.int32, "idx"),
                "threadIdx.x + %d*blockIdx.x"
                % (thread_block_size*block_size)),
            ]+[
            Assign(
                "tgt[idx+%d]" % (o*thread_block_size),
                "op1[idx+%d] + op2[idx+%d]" % (
                    o*thread_block_size,
                    o*thread_block_size))
            for o in range(block_size)]))])

smod = SourceModule(mod)
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import numpy
import pycuda.autoinit
import pycuda.gpuarray as gpuarray

a_gpu = gpuarray.to_gpu(
    numpy.random.randn(4,4).astype(numpy.float32))
a_doubled = (2*a_gpu).get()
print a_doubled
print a_gpu
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Common Lisp, Erlang, Smalltalk
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qsort []     = []
qsort (x:xs) = qsort (filter (< x) xs) ++ [x] ++ qsort (filter (>= x) xs)

Friday, February 26, 2010
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“combinators to describe parallel 
computation structures

–Joel Svensson, author
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2.4.1 Batcher’s bitonic sort in Lava

An example of a sorting network is Batcher’s bitonic sorter [5]. One of the

building blocks needed to implement bitonic sort is the bitonic merger. In

Lava, such a merger is constructed from a butterfly of two-sorters. A butterfly

is a network with a recursive structure indicated in figure 3. A two-sorter, is

a two-input two-output circuit which sorts its two inputs onto the outputs.

Figure 3: An 8 input butterfly network

The lava code for the butterfly is:

bfly 1 f = f
bfly n f = ilv (bfly (n-1) f) ->- evens f

Figure 3 shows what a butterfly generated by the program bfly 3 cmp looks

like where cmp is a two-sorter. The following program gives a merger useable

in implementing bitonic sort:

bfly n cmp

The butterfly defined above sorts arrays where the first half is sorted increas-

ingly and the second half decreasingly. The butterfly of two-sorters performs

the same operation as the inner loop of the CUDA example earlier. The

following two simulations of a butterfly show that it can be used to merge a

bitonic sequence:

> simulate (bfly 3 cmp) [1,3,5,7,8,6,4,2]
[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8]
> simulate (bfly 3 cmp) [8,2,6,4,1,5,7,3]
[1,2,3,6,4,7,5,8]

13
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bitonicCPU is an implementation of bitonic sort for the CPU. The imple-

mentation is adapted from one shown in [28].

sortOET is implemented in a previous section, Odd even transposition sort.

vsortIt is the sorter described in the previous section, Iterative vsort.

vsortIt2 is very similar in appearance to the previously described “vsortIt”

except that an extra sync has been inserted in shexT as follows:

shexT f n = rep n (tblLook rifftab ->- sync ->- evens f ->- sync)

It is interesting to see that this has a positive effect on execution time.

vsortHO is a hand optimised version of vsort. This version is actually quite

different from the different versions of vsort generated by Obsidian. In

this version each swap operation is done by a single thread.

bitonicSort is the implementation of bitonic sort supplied by the CUDA

SDK.

Figure 13: Running time measurements using one block

The chart in figure 13 shows that it is possible to generate a sorter using

Obsidian that is close in performance to its hand optimised counterpart.

41
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4.4.1 Parallel Prefix Sums on large arrays

The Sklansky kernels given above can be used in an algorithm that computes
the parallel prefix of a large array. This is done through an approach similar
to that used in the summation of a large array as shown in section 1.1.1. The
large array is split up into chunks of 512 elements, each of these are scanned
using the kernel. The kernels needs to be slightly modified so that they also
output their maximum to a separate array of block maximums. The array
of block maximums are then scanned recursively and the results of that are
distributed to the chunks of the large array, see figure 18.

Figure 18: The large array is divided into chunks. Each chunk is scanned using
the small parallel prefix kernel. The maximum values are stored in a separate
array that is in turn scanned and then distributed over the chunks.

The table below shows the results of using the di!erent parallel prefix kernels
from above in an algorithm for computing the prefix sums of 220 elements.

Kernel In-place Sync in Warp Threads ms
Hand Optimised Yes No 256 0.74
sklansky No yes 512 1.06
sklansky1 No yes 256 0.89
sklansky2 No No 256 0.86
sklansky3 Yes No 256 0.79

The table above shows the running times of five di!erent Sklansky kernels.
The one labeled as Hand Optimised was written directly in CUDA. This

43
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“GPU kernels as data-parallel 
array computations

–Sean Lee, author
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“advantage … is that it is easy to 
read, write, and maintain

–Kun Zhou, author
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rithm description step by step – much like in traditional sequential
programming.

Listing 2 Find neighboring triangles (CUDA version)

#include "cudpp.h"
const int szblock=256;
global void

before sort(unsigned int* key,int* ib,int n3){
int rk=blockIdx.x*szblock+threadIdx.x;
if(rk<n3){

key[rk]=(ib[rk]<<16u)+rk/3;
}

}

global void
after sort(int* pf,int* owner,unsigned int* sorted,int n3){

int rk=blockIdx.x*szblock+threadIdx.x;
if(rk<n3){

int k=sorted[rk];
pf[rk]=(k&0xffff);
owner[rk]=(k>>16u);

}
}

global void
make head(int* hd,int* owner,int n3){

int rk=blockIdx.x*szblock+threadIdx.x;
if(rk<n3){

int v=owner[rk];
if(rk==0||v!=owner[rk-1])

hd[v]=rk;
}

}

/*
interface is the same as BSGP version
temporary streams:

key: sort keys
sorted: sort result
temp1: used twice for different purpose

1. temporary stream 1 for cudppSort
2. associated vertex of each face (owner)

temp2: temporary stream 2 for cudppSort

*/
void findFaces(int* pf,int* hd,int* ib,int n){

int n3=n*3;
int ng=(n3+szblock-1)/szblock;
unsigned int* key;
unsigned int* sorted;
int* temp1;
int* temp2;
cudaMalloc((void**)&key,n3*sizeof(unsigned int));
cudaMalloc((void**)&sorted,n3*sizeof(unsigned int));
cudaMalloc((void**)&temp1,n3*sizeof(int));
cudaMalloc((void**)&temp2,n3*sizeof(int));
before sort<<<ng,szblock>>>(key,ib,n3);
//call the CUDPP sort
{

CUDPPSortConfig sp;
CUDPPScanConfig scanconfig;
sp.numElements = n3;
sp.datatype = CUDPP UINT;
sp.sortAlgorithm = CUDPP SORT RADIX;
scanconfig.direction = CUDPP SCAN FORWARD;
scanconfig.exclusivity = CUDPP SCAN EXCLUSIVE;
scanconfig.maxNumElements = n3;
scanconfig.maxNumRows = 1;
scanconfig.datatype = CUDPP UINT;
scanconfig.op = CUDPP ADD;
cudppInitializeScan(&scanconfig);
sp.scanConfig = &scanconfig;
cudppSort(sorted, key, temp1, temp2, &sp, 0);
cudppFinalizeScan(sp.scanConfig);

}
after sort<<<ng,szblock>>>(pf,temp1,sorted,n3);
make head<<<ng,szblock>>>(hd,temp1,n3);
cudaFree(temp2);
cudaFree(temp1);
cudaFree(sorted);
cudaFree(key);

}
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(b) The BSP model

Figure 3: Source code reuse in the stream model and the BSP
model. For simplicity, we omit the internals of global merge passes
and treat it as a single function. (a) In Listing 2, sort is called
through CPU wrapper cudppSort. Three kernels and a tem-
porary stream key are required; (b) In Listing 1, after inline
expansion, local sort is bundled with the preceding code in
findFaces. Two kernels are generated and key is unnecessary.

Listing 2 exhibits a CUDA (stream processing) implementation of
the same algorithm, written using a sort routine from CUDPP [Har-
ris et al. 2007]. Due to the lack of a more flexible sort, triangle
and vertex IDs are packed together into the sort key. The program
contains three kernels: before sort prepares sort key for call-
ing CUDPP, after sort unpacks the sorting result and fills the
concatenated list of neighboring triangles, and finally make head
computes head pointers. The findFaces function launches
these kernels, calls the sorting primitive, and maintains temporary
streams.

Compared with the CUDA version, the BSGP implementation is
much easier to read, write and maintain. In the following, we com-
pare other aspects of these two programs. Note that both programs
are for demonstrating programming styles and neither is optimized
for performance.

3.2 Explicit vs. Implicit Data Flow

The CUDA source code in Listing 2 is divided into several kernels.
Data flow is explicitly specified via parameter passing, and tempo-
rary streams are allocated to hold parameter values, resulting in a
larger code size. On the other hand, the BSGP version is written as a
single compact procedure through the use of barriers and collective
operations. From the programmer’s perspective, local variables are
visible across barriers, and no explicit parameter passing is needed.
The actual data flow is deduced by the compiler when the stream
code is generated. Temporary streams are automatically allocated
and freed by the compiler when appropriate.

3.3 Efficient Code Reuse

As discussed in [Sengupta et al. 2007], source code reuse has been
a serious problem in traditional GPU development. In a stream
environment, a method that consists of multiple kernels like sort-
ing is typically reused as a CPU wrapper function, since kernel
launch is impossible inside another kernel. One such example is
the cudppSort in Listing 2. It performs a local sorting pass and a
number of global merging passes on the input stream. Under such
a setting, sort key preparation and local sorting are done in two
separate passes, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). A temporary stream is
allocated to pass the sort key.

Note that the key preparation before sort and local sorting
local sort can actually be bundled in a single kernel without
using a temporary stream for the sort key. Separating them results
in an extra kernel launch and an extra stream. This is inefficient.

rithm description step by step – much like in traditional sequential
programming.

Listing 2 Find neighboring triangles (CUDA version)

#include "cudpp.h"
const int szblock=256;
global void

before sort(unsigned int* key,int* ib,int n3){
int rk=blockIdx.x*szblock+threadIdx.x;
if(rk<n3){

key[rk]=(ib[rk]<<16u)+rk/3;
}

}

global void
after sort(int* pf,int* owner,unsigned int* sorted,int n3){

int rk=blockIdx.x*szblock+threadIdx.x;
if(rk<n3){

int k=sorted[rk];
pf[rk]=(k&0xffff);
owner[rk]=(k>>16u);

}
}

global void
make head(int* hd,int* owner,int n3){

int rk=blockIdx.x*szblock+threadIdx.x;
if(rk<n3){

int v=owner[rk];
if(rk==0||v!=owner[rk-1])

hd[v]=rk;
}

}

/*
interface is the same as BSGP version
temporary streams:

key: sort keys
sorted: sort result
temp1: used twice for different purpose

1. temporary stream 1 for cudppSort
2. associated vertex of each face (owner)

temp2: temporary stream 2 for cudppSort

*/
void findFaces(int* pf,int* hd,int* ib,int n){

int n3=n*3;
int ng=(n3+szblock-1)/szblock;
unsigned int* key;
unsigned int* sorted;
int* temp1;
int* temp2;
cudaMalloc((void**)&key,n3*sizeof(unsigned int));
cudaMalloc((void**)&sorted,n3*sizeof(unsigned int));
cudaMalloc((void**)&temp1,n3*sizeof(int));
cudaMalloc((void**)&temp2,n3*sizeof(int));
before sort<<<ng,szblock>>>(key,ib,n3);
//call the CUDPP sort
{

CUDPPSortConfig sp;
CUDPPScanConfig scanconfig;
sp.numElements = n3;
sp.datatype = CUDPP UINT;
sp.sortAlgorithm = CUDPP SORT RADIX;
scanconfig.direction = CUDPP SCAN FORWARD;
scanconfig.exclusivity = CUDPP SCAN EXCLUSIVE;
scanconfig.maxNumElements = n3;
scanconfig.maxNumRows = 1;
scanconfig.datatype = CUDPP UINT;
scanconfig.op = CUDPP ADD;
cudppInitializeScan(&scanconfig);
sp.scanConfig = &scanconfig;
cudppSort(sorted, key, temp1, temp2, &sp, 0);
cudppFinalizeScan(sp.scanConfig);

}
after sort<<<ng,szblock>>>(pf,temp1,sorted,n3);
make head<<<ng,szblock>>>(hd,temp1,n3);
cudaFree(temp2);
cudaFree(temp1);
cudaFree(sorted);
cudaFree(key);

}
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Figure 3: Source code reuse in the stream model and the BSP
model. For simplicity, we omit the internals of global merge passes
and treat it as a single function. (a) In Listing 2, sort is called
through CPU wrapper cudppSort. Three kernels and a tem-
porary stream key are required; (b) In Listing 1, after inline
expansion, local sort is bundled with the preceding code in
findFaces. Two kernels are generated and key is unnecessary.

Listing 2 exhibits a CUDA (stream processing) implementation of
the same algorithm, written using a sort routine from CUDPP [Har-
ris et al. 2007]. Due to the lack of a more flexible sort, triangle
and vertex IDs are packed together into the sort key. The program
contains three kernels: before sort prepares sort key for call-
ing CUDPP, after sort unpacks the sorting result and fills the
concatenated list of neighboring triangles, and finally make head
computes head pointers. The findFaces function launches
these kernels, calls the sorting primitive, and maintains temporary
streams.

Compared with the CUDA version, the BSGP implementation is
much easier to read, write and maintain. In the following, we com-
pare other aspects of these two programs. Note that both programs
are for demonstrating programming styles and neither is optimized
for performance.

3.2 Explicit vs. Implicit Data Flow

The CUDA source code in Listing 2 is divided into several kernels.
Data flow is explicitly specified via parameter passing, and tempo-
rary streams are allocated to hold parameter values, resulting in a
larger code size. On the other hand, the BSGP version is written as a
single compact procedure through the use of barriers and collective
operations. From the programmer’s perspective, local variables are
visible across barriers, and no explicit parameter passing is needed.
The actual data flow is deduced by the compiler when the stream
code is generated. Temporary streams are automatically allocated
and freed by the compiler when appropriate.

3.3 Efficient Code Reuse

As discussed in [Sengupta et al. 2007], source code reuse has been
a serious problem in traditional GPU development. In a stream
environment, a method that consists of multiple kernels like sort-
ing is typically reused as a CPU wrapper function, since kernel
launch is impossible inside another kernel. One such example is
the cudppSort in Listing 2. It performs a local sorting pass and a
number of global merging passes on the input stream. Under such
a setting, sort key preparation and local sorting are done in two
separate passes, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). A temporary stream is
allocated to pass the sort key.

Note that the key preparation before sort and local sorting
local sort can actually be bundled in a single kernel without
using a temporary stream for the sort key. Separating them results
in an extra kernel launch and an extra stream. This is inefficient.
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Figure 2: SPMD constructs - barrier and collective operation.

to data parallel arrays without significant loss of performance.

Programmable graphics hardware has long been used for procedu-
ral texturing and shading in graphics applications [Olano and Las-
tra 1998; Peercy et al. 2000; Proudfoot et al. 2001]. Recently
there has been much work on general purpose computation us-
ing GPUs (GPGPU). Examples include common primitive opera-
tions such as linear algebra, FFT [NVIDIA 2007], scan [Sengupta
et al. 2007] and sorting [Gress and Zachmann 2006; Harris et al.
2007], as well as application-specific modules for image process-
ing [NVIDIA 2007] and ray tracing [Foley and Sugerman 2005;
Horn et al. 2007; Popov et al. 2007]. In most of these examples,
the algorithms perform similar operations on a large number of in-
dependent elements and are thus easy to map to the stream archi-
tecture. For more complicated applications, stream implementation
requires multiple kernels and intermediate streams. The design of
such streams and kernels is extremely difficult for even moderately
complex applications.

The BSP model provides a simple and practical framework for par-
allel computing in general [Valiant 1990]. The fundamental proper-
ties of BSP include easy programming, independence of target ar-
chitectures, and predictable performance [Skillicorn et al. 1997]. In
the context of coarse grain parallelism, the BSP model has demon-
strated simpler programming and predictable performance on a va-
riety of architectures [Hill et al. 1998]. As far as we know, BSGP is
the first GPU programming language based on BSP.

Comparing to alternate models in traditional parallel computing
(e.g., PRAM [Fortune and Wyllie 1978]), the BSP model has two
distinguishing properties: disallowing peer-to-peer communication
except at barriers and ignoring inter-processor data locality. Both
properties match stream processing well, in which arbitrary inter-
thread communication is infeasible within a kernel and persistent
local storage does not physically exist.

3 BSGP and Stream Processing

In this section we illustrate the difference between BSGP and
stream processing using a simple source code example. We start
by explaining a few basic concepts. BSGP and stream processing
are different forms of SPMD (single program multiple data) pro-
cessing, in which a number of threads execute the same program in
parallel. The total number of threads is called thread size. Each
thread is given a rank, a unique integer from 0 to size ! 1, which
distinguishes it from other threads.

Barrier A barrier is a form of synchronization in SPMD program-
ming. When a barrier is reached, execution is blocked until all
threads reach the same barrier (see Fig. 2(a)). In stream process-
ing, waiting for a kernel launch to terminate is the only form of
barrier. Although CUDA-capable hardware supports local synchro-
nization, a barrier of all threads still cannot be achieved within a
kernel in general. Note that a kernel launch is traditionally called a
pass in GPU programming.

Listing 1 Find neighboring triangles (BSGP version)
/*
input:

ib: pointer to element array
n: number of triangles

output:
pf: concatenated neighborhood list
hd: per-vertex list head pointer

temporary:
owner: associated vertex of each face

*/
findFaces(int* pf, int* hd, int* ib, int n){

spawn(n*3){
rk = thread.rank;
f = rk/3; //face id
v = ib[rk]; //vertex id
thread.sortby(v);
//allocate a temp list
require

owner = dtempnew[n]int;
rk = thread.rank;
pf[rk] = f;
owner[rk] = v;
barrier;
if(rk==0||owner[rk-1]!=v)

hd[v] = rk;
}

}

Collective Operation A collective operation is an operation that
has to be performed simultaneously by all threads. In SPMD pro-
gramming, a collective operation is syntactically similar to an ordi-
nary sequential operation except it operates on all threads semanti-
cally. The input of one thread may affect the output of other threads.
For example, a collective prefix sum may be defined as scan(x),
and x’s values in all threads are collected to form a vector. After a
barrier synchronization, the prefix sum is computed using the vec-
tor. The result is then redistributed to each thread’s x, and the code
execution continues (see Fig. 2(b)). Typical collective operations
require barriers internally and thus are rare in stream programming.

3.1 Source Code Example

The source code example solves the following problem: Given a
triangle mesh’s connectivity, compute a list of the one-ring neigh-
boring triangles for each vertex. The mesh contains m vertices and
n triangles. Connectivity is given as an array of 3n integers ranging
from 0 to m ! 1, with each three consecutive integers representing
the three vertex indices of a triangle. The BSGP source code for
solving this problem is used in the X3D parser example in the re-
sults section for vertex normal computation.

Sorting Algorithm We solve the above problem using the follow-
ing sorting algorithm: each triangle is triplicated and associated
with its three vertices. The triplicated triangles are sorted using the
associated vertex indices as the sort key. After sorting, triangles
sharing the same vertex are grouped together to create a concate-
nated list of all vertices’ neighboring triangles. Each sort key is
then compared to its predecessor’s to compute a pointer to the be-
ginning of each vertex’s list.

Listing 1 is an implementation of the above sorting algorithm us-
ing BSGP. The spawn statement creates 3n threads on the GPU
to execute the enclosed statements. thread.sortby is a rank
adjusting primitive which reassigns thread ranks to match the order
of sort keys (see Appendix A for details). This primitive preserves
each sort key’s correspondence with other data. To compare a sort
key with that of a predecessor, all sort keys are stored in a temporary
list owner. After a barrier synchronization, the predecessor’s sort
key is then gathered from the list and a comparison is performed to
yield each vertex’s head pointer. This program matches the algo-
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(a) FairyForest (b) Robots (c) Kitchen

Figure 6: Test scenes for GPU ray tracing. (a) FairyForest with
174K triangles and one point light. (b) Robots with 72K triangles
and three point lights. The image is generated with one ray bounce.
(c) Kitchen with 111K triangles and one point light. The image
is generated with four ray bounces. All images are rendered at
1024 ! 1024 image resolution.

BSGP and CUDA implementations. As summarized in Table 3,
BSGP has a clear advantage in code complexity, with a code size
roughly 40% less than that of CUDA. More importantly, by ex-
amining the source code the reader will see that the BSGP source
code naturally follows the ray tracing algorithm: three high level
GPU functions in the BSGP code correspond to eye ray tracing, re-
flection/refraction ray tracing, and shadow ray tracing and shading
computation respectively. In contrast, CUDA requires the program-
mer to manually optimize stream/kernel organization and manage
temporary streams, resulting in ten kernels. The more compact
BSGP source code also makes maintenance easier.

Code complexity CUDA BSGP Reduction
Code lines 815 475 42%
Code bytes 19.0k 12.1k 36%
# GPU funcs 10 3 70%

Table 3: Code complexity comparison. “# GPU funcs” is the num-
ber of top-level GPU functions, i.e., kernels in CUDA or functions
with spawn in BSGP. All code comments are stripped for fair com-
parison. Source code is available in the supplementary materials.

Table 4 summarizes the performance and memory consumption for
the BSGP and CUDA programs on three standard test scenes. The
test scenes and viewpoints are shown in Fig. 6. The BSGP and
CUDA programs have similar performance and memory consump-
tion. In order to achieve high performance, both programs are care-
fully written and optimized. The same programmer developed both
programs and found the BSGP program to be much easier to write.
Specifically, the BSGP program took around one day to get an ini-
tial implementation and 2 " 3 days for debugging and optimiza-
tion. In comparison, the CUDA program took around 2 " 3 days
for initial coding and 4 " 5 days for debugging and optimization.

Scene
FPS Memory usage

CUDA BSGP CUDA BSGP
FairyForest 9.73 9.97 80Mb 80Mb
Robots 3.36 3.42 145Mb 153Mb
Kitchen 4.00 4.61 144Mb 150Mb

Table 4: Comparison for performance and memory consumption.

Particle-based Fluid Simulation We also implemented the “par-
ticle” demo provided in CUDA SDK, using BSGP (see Fig. 7). For
simplicity, we only rewrote the sorting-based simulation module
using BSGP, and reused the non-CUDA GUI code in the demo.

The BSGP version of the module was written in about an hour,
and contains 154 lines of code. Including the GUI code, the final
BSGP project contains 1579 lines of code, and runs at 290 FPS. The
CUDA project contains 2113 lines of code, and runs at 187 FPS.
The line counts exclude comments. Sort modules in the CUDA

Figure 7: Two frames from the particle-based fluid simulation.

project are also excluded for fairness, because BSGP provides a sort
primitive in its library. Frame rates are measured after a simulation
reaches a steady state from the default initial position.

Overall, the BSGP version has a clear advantage over CUDA in
terms of code complexity. Also, while neither implementation is
very well optimized, the BSGP version is about 50% faster. The
BSGP compiler generates more optimal kernel/temporary stream
organization than in the hand-coded CUDA version.

GPU X3D Parser Our next example is a GPU X3D parser. X3D is
the ISO standard for real-time 3D computer graphics and the suc-
cessor to Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML). Although
the GPU is the natural choice for rendering X3D scenes, existing
X3D browsers rely on the CPU for parsing X3D files [Parisi 2003;
ARTIS 2004]. This is slow because considerable parsing is required
to convert an X3D file to a format ready for GPU rendering. An ad-
ditional overhead is that the parsing result needs to be copied to the
GPU before rendering. The result is a relatively long wait to load
X3D scenes for display.

We implemented a GPU X3D parser using BSGP. The parsing is ac-
celerated by the GPU and copying of results to the GPU is avoided.
As a result, the loading time of X3D scenes is significantly reduced.
Details of the parsing algorithm are described in the supplementary
material in the DVD-ROM. Note that our X3D parser is only a pro-
totype. We currently only parse data related to rendering and ignore
scripts and other advanced content.

We did not implement the GPU X3D parser using CUDA because
it would be extremely difficult due to the following reasons:

• Implementing the parser on the GPU is far from straightforward.
X3D is composed of many independent constructs. When im-
plementing the parser in BSGP, we found it highly desirable to
add new features incrementally. This allows a unit test to be per-
formed after each addition. Unfortunately, incrementally adding
features to a CUDA program is very difficult because the dataflow
changes with newly-added features and to avoid performance
penalties, all affected kernels must be refactorized to optimize for
the new dataflow.

• The source code complexity would be too high. Our BSGP code
is grouped into 16 top-level GPU functions, with each one or two
functions corresponding to an algorithmic step. For an equivalent
CUDA program, the source code would be scattered among 82
kernels as in our BSGP compilation result.

We benchmarked our X3D parser against the commercial Flux
system [Parisi 2003] and the open source X3DTookKit [ARTIS
2004]. The scenes are downloaded from Flux’s official website:
http://www.mediamachines.com/.

Compressed X3D files are decompressed to plain text format prior
to our benchmark. The loading/parsing time comparison is shown
in Table 5. Our GPU parser is orders of magnitude faster than CPU
parsers. The benefit of the GPU parser is most noticeable for scenes
with high geometry complexity. Even with I/O time included, our
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Figure 6: Test scenes for GPU ray tracing. (a) FairyForest with
174K triangles and one point light. (b) Robots with 72K triangles
and three point lights. The image is generated with one ray bounce.
(c) Kitchen with 111K triangles and one point light. The image
is generated with four ray bounces. All images are rendered at
1024 ! 1024 image resolution.

BSGP and CUDA implementations. As summarized in Table 3,
BSGP has a clear advantage in code complexity, with a code size
roughly 40% less than that of CUDA. More importantly, by ex-
amining the source code the reader will see that the BSGP source
code naturally follows the ray tracing algorithm: three high level
GPU functions in the BSGP code correspond to eye ray tracing, re-
flection/refraction ray tracing, and shadow ray tracing and shading
computation respectively. In contrast, CUDA requires the program-
mer to manually optimize stream/kernel organization and manage
temporary streams, resulting in ten kernels. The more compact
BSGP source code also makes maintenance easier.

Code complexity CUDA BSGP Reduction
Code lines 815 475 42%
Code bytes 19.0k 12.1k 36%
# GPU funcs 10 3 70%

Table 3: Code complexity comparison. “# GPU funcs” is the num-
ber of top-level GPU functions, i.e., kernels in CUDA or functions
with spawn in BSGP. All code comments are stripped for fair com-
parison. Source code is available in the supplementary materials.

Table 4 summarizes the performance and memory consumption for
the BSGP and CUDA programs on three standard test scenes. The
test scenes and viewpoints are shown in Fig. 6. The BSGP and
CUDA programs have similar performance and memory consump-
tion. In order to achieve high performance, both programs are care-
fully written and optimized. The same programmer developed both
programs and found the BSGP program to be much easier to write.
Specifically, the BSGP program took around one day to get an ini-
tial implementation and 2 " 3 days for debugging and optimiza-
tion. In comparison, the CUDA program took around 2 " 3 days
for initial coding and 4 " 5 days for debugging and optimization.
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Particle-based Fluid Simulation We also implemented the “par-
ticle” demo provided in CUDA SDK, using BSGP (see Fig. 7). For
simplicity, we only rewrote the sorting-based simulation module
using BSGP, and reused the non-CUDA GUI code in the demo.

The BSGP version of the module was written in about an hour,
and contains 154 lines of code. Including the GUI code, the final
BSGP project contains 1579 lines of code, and runs at 290 FPS. The
CUDA project contains 2113 lines of code, and runs at 187 FPS.
The line counts exclude comments. Sort modules in the CUDA
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project are also excluded for fairness, because BSGP provides a sort
primitive in its library. Frame rates are measured after a simulation
reaches a steady state from the default initial position.

Overall, the BSGP version has a clear advantage over CUDA in
terms of code complexity. Also, while neither implementation is
very well optimized, the BSGP version is about 50% faster. The
BSGP compiler generates more optimal kernel/temporary stream
organization than in the hand-coded CUDA version.

GPU X3D Parser Our next example is a GPU X3D parser. X3D is
the ISO standard for real-time 3D computer graphics and the suc-
cessor to Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML). Although
the GPU is the natural choice for rendering X3D scenes, existing
X3D browsers rely on the CPU for parsing X3D files [Parisi 2003;
ARTIS 2004]. This is slow because considerable parsing is required
to convert an X3D file to a format ready for GPU rendering. An ad-
ditional overhead is that the parsing result needs to be copied to the
GPU before rendering. The result is a relatively long wait to load
X3D scenes for display.

We implemented a GPU X3D parser using BSGP. The parsing is ac-
celerated by the GPU and copying of results to the GPU is avoided.
As a result, the loading time of X3D scenes is significantly reduced.
Details of the parsing algorithm are described in the supplementary
material in the DVD-ROM. Note that our X3D parser is only a pro-
totype. We currently only parse data related to rendering and ignore
scripts and other advanced content.

We did not implement the GPU X3D parser using CUDA because
it would be extremely difficult due to the following reasons:

• Implementing the parser on the GPU is far from straightforward.
X3D is composed of many independent constructs. When im-
plementing the parser in BSGP, we found it highly desirable to
add new features incrementally. This allows a unit test to be per-
formed after each addition. Unfortunately, incrementally adding
features to a CUDA program is very difficult because the dataflow
changes with newly-added features and to avoid performance
penalties, all affected kernels must be refactorized to optimize for
the new dataflow.

• The source code complexity would be too high. Our BSGP code
is grouped into 16 top-level GPU functions, with each one or two
functions corresponding to an algorithmic step. For an equivalent
CUDA program, the source code would be scattered among 82
kernels as in our BSGP compilation result.

We benchmarked our X3D parser against the commercial Flux
system [Parisi 2003] and the open source X3DTookKit [ARTIS
2004]. The scenes are downloaded from Flux’s official website:
http://www.mediamachines.com/.

Compressed X3D files are decompressed to plain text format prior
to our benchmark. The loading/parsing time comparison is shown
in Table 5. Our GPU parser is orders of magnitude faster than CPU
parsers. The benefit of the GPU parser is most noticeable for scenes
with high geometry complexity. Even with I/O time included, our
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(a) Paladin Woman (b) Building

Figure 8: Rendering results from our X3D parser. (a) Paladin
Woman with 7.03MB plain text and two textures; (b) Building with
1.56MB plain text and 25 textures.

Scene Parser Ttotal TIO Tparse

Fig. 8(a)
Ours 183ms

132ms
51ms

Flux 2948ms 2816ms
X3DTK 3132ms 3000ms

Fig. 8(b)
Ours 609ms

586ms
23ms

Flux 836ms 250ms
X3DTK 2950ms 2370ms

! Ttotal for Flux is measured by a daemon program that tracks open
file dialog and pixel color change.

Table 5: X3D loading/parsing time comparison. Ttotal is the total
loading time, i.e., the time span between file name specification and
first frame being ready to render. TIO is the time for loading the raw
X3D file and textures, which is the same for all programs. Tparse =
Ttotal ! TIO is the parsing time.

system is still an order of magnitude faster for the scene with de-
tailed geometry in Fig. 8(a).

GPU Adaptive Tessellation The final example is an adaptive tes-
sellation routine described in [Moreton 2001]. The routine is used
in a displacement map based terrain renderer to perform view-
dependent tessellation.

The terrain renderer first generates a fixed amount of initial triangles
and sends them to the tessellator. View dependent tessellation is
then performed to generate tessellated triangles. The displacement
map is looked up to produce the final geometry. The final rendering
is done using OpenGL.

The tessellation routine contains the following steps:

1. View culling: cull input triangles outside the view frustum.

2. Compute view-dependent tessellation factor.

3. Compute output size.

4. Allocate memory to hold final geometry.

5. Generate tessellated triangles.

We implemented the tessellation algorithm using BSGP, both with-
out and with thread manipulation. Instead of spending a lot of time
to optimize the code for high performance, we choose to obtain a
quick implementation in each case.

The implementation without thread manipulation naturally follows
the algorithm steps. The computation is parallelized over all input
triangles, i.e., one thread is created for each input triangle. View
culling is performed using a conditional judgement if. For each
triangle inside the view frustum, the view-dependent tessellation
factor is calculated. Then the output size is computed and memory
allocation is performed in a require block. Finally, geometry is
generated and written to allocated memory.

The implementation with thread manipulation also follows the al-
gorithm steps. First, the computation is parallelized over all tri-
angles, i.e., one thread is initially created for each input triangle.
View culling is performed using thread.kill. After the out-

(a) Side view (b) Top view (c) Tessellated mesh

Figure 9: Terrain rendering results. The terrain is generated
from a 512 " 512 displacement map. All images are generated
at 640 " 480. (a) side view, 1.14M tessellation generated vertices;
(b) top view, 322k tessellation generated vertices; (c) zoom in of
the tessellation pattern. For illustration, the tessellation is coarser
than used in actual rendering.

View
BSGP (no thread man.) BSGP (with thread man.)
Ttess FPS Ttess FPS

Fig. 9(a) 43.9ms 21.0 3.62ms 142
Fig. 9(b) 5.0ms 144 2.1ms 249

Table 6: Tessellation time and render performance. Ttess is the
time taken to generated terrain geometry.

put size is computed and memory is allocated, a thread is forked
for each output vertex using thread.fork. All subsequent com-
putations are thus parallelized over all output vertices. Since the
number of output vertices is much greater than the number of initial
input triangles, GPU’s large scale parallelism is fully exploited. Co-
ordinates for each vertex are computed entirely in parallel and are
directly returned to the terrain renderer without temporarily storing
in memory.

Table 6 compares the performance of the two implementations. It
can be seen that the version with thread manipulation significantly
outperforms the other version, which does not exploit the full par-
allelism in Step 5 and degrades tessellation performance by a factor
of 10 at the high detail level in Fig. 9(a).

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented BSGP, a new programming language for general
purpose computation on the GPU. The most important advantage of
BSGP is that it makes it easy to read, write, and maintain GPU pro-
grams. The reader can appreciate BSGP’s ease of programming
from our comparative analysis of BSGP and CUDA programs im-
plementing the same algorithm. Additional supporting evidence
from our experiments is that, for every pair of well written BSGP
and CUDA programs targeting the same application, the BSGP pro-
gram always has a significantly lower code complexity.

With the ever increasing computing power available on the GPU,
there is a strong demand for programming tools that can harness
this formidable raw power. Our contribution is not only to bring the
successful BSP model to GPU programming but also to show how
to design BSGP and its compiler so that ease of programming can
be achieved without sacrificing performance on GPUs. Indeed, our
experiments indicate that BSGP programs achieve similar or better
performance than well-optimized CUDA programs. With BSGP’s
ease of programming and competitive performance, programmers
are empowered to tackle more complex GPU applications, includ-
ing applications that would be extremely difficult to develop with
existing GPU programming languages.

For future work we are interested in applying meta-programming
techniques to BSGP. This will allow algebraic manipulation of col-
lective functions and dynamic generation of BSGP programs. Sec-
ondly, the BSP model may potentially serve as a unified program-
ming model for both coarse-grained parallel architectures and fine-
grained parallel architectures including GPUs. We can therefore

82 CUDA kernels, 19k lines of assembly
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“This is the tricky part
The beat, and the chorus,

–Rahzel, godfather of noize
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arguments. Behavior consistency enables a programming style sim-
ilar to traditional sequential programming, and thus greatly simpli-
fies heterogeneous programming. Moreover, just like the wide use
of STL in sequential programming, programmers are able to build
complicated applications using only a few key SPAP containers
such as resizable list, reduction and prefix sum. By providing op-
timized processor-specific implementations for each key container,
the SPAP system is able to make SPAP programs e!ciently run on
individual processors. In short, SPAP containers e"ectively hide
the processing model discrepancy with a combination of behavior
consistency and optimized implementations.

SPAP also allows programmers to utilize all available processors
of a heterogenous system to get increased performance. This is
achieved by automatically distributing computations among dif-
ferent processors through an inter-processor task parallelization
scheme. Programmers express computation tasks as a number of
work units. The SPAP runtime system dynamically partitions the
work units into subsets and dispatches them based on the availabil-
ity and capacity of processors. The task partitioning and dispatch-
ing are performed iteratively until all work units are processed.

To summarize, this paper discusses the design and implementation
of SPAP, a new programming language for heterogeneous many-
core systems. Specifically, we make the following contributions:

• We propose SPAP, a container-based parallel programming
language that allows the same program to work e!ciently on
all processors of a heterogeneous system and fully utilize the
heterogeneous processing power.

• We implement a SPAP system, including a SPAP compiler
and a runtime, for x86 CPUs and CUDA capable GPUs.

• We implement a variety of applications in SPAP, including an
AES cipher, a HTML lexical analyzer and a JPEG encoder.
For the JPEG encoder, heterogeneous processing is observed
to deliver a 7.6! speed up on a quad-core CPU and a GPU
relative to a well-optimized C implementation on a single-
core CPU.

In the rest of the paper, we first describe the programming model
of SPAP using source code examples. In Section 3, we detail the
SPAP language constructs, followed by the description of the SPAP
implementation for x86 CPUs and CUDA GPUs in Section 4. Sec-
tion 5 evaluates our programming language using several examples.
Section 6 reviews related work and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Programming Model

In this section we illustrate the programming model of SPAP from
the programmer’s perspective by using source code examples. The
language syntax of SPAP is similar to BSGP [Hou et al. 2008],
which in turn resembles C.

2.1 Containers

Consider a minor subproblem in JPEG encoding. Given a list of
bytes A as input, insert a 0x00 padding byte after each 0xFF byte in
the list to form a new list B.

Listing 1 is the SPAP program for this task. The forall statement
is the fundamental parallel construct in SPAP. A forall loop indi-
cates that each iteration of the loop is completely independent ex-
cept for SPAP container operations. All operations inside forall,
including container operations, are completed once the control flow
is returned to the code following the forall loop.

Listing 1 Padding byte insertion in SPAP

typedef unsigned char byte;
byte<> addPadding(byte<> A){

auto B=new byte<>;
forall(x in A){

B.push_back(x);
if(x==(byte)0xff){

B.push_back((byte)0x00);
}

}
return B;

}

Type byte<> declares a resizable list of bytes. Resizable list is a
fundamental container in SPAP. The push_back operation appends
elements to a list. It guarantees that once the enclosing forall loop
completes, all elements will be appended to the list as if the forall
loop is a sequential for/foreach loop.

Listing 2 x86 padding byte insertion in C++

vector<byte> addPaddingCPU(const vector<byte>& A){
vector<byte> B;
for(int i=0;i<A.size();i++){

byte x=A[i];
B.push_back(x);
if(x==(byte)0xff){

B.push_back((byte)0x00);
}

}
return B;

}

Listing 3 Geforce padding byte insertion in BSGP

dlist(byte) addPaddingGPU(dlist(byte) A){
B=new dlist(byte);
int ntotal;
spawn(A.n){

//use scan to compute final offsets
x=A[thread.rank];
offset=(x==(byte)0xff?2:1);
ntotal=scan(rop_add,offset);
require{

B.resize(ntotal);
}
//write the bytes to the computed offsets
x=A[thread.rank];
B[offset]=x;
if(x==(byte)0xff){B[offset+1]=(byte)0x00;}

}
return B;

}

Listing 2 and Listing 3 are the C++ and BSGP code for the same
task written for x86 CPUs and Geforce GPUs respectively. The
x86 version serially appends the bytes to a standard C++ vector.
Multi-core parallelization is not used due to the parallelization over-
head and bus contention concerns. The Geforce version creates one
thread for each input byte, computes its expected o"set in the out-
put list using a collective prefix sum (the scan function) and writes
input/padding bytes to the output list in parallel. This algorithm is
chosen to create su!ciently many threads to achieve maximum pro-
cessor occupancy and thus maximize the e"ective memory band-
width.

Note the algorithmic di"erence between Listing 2 and Listing 3.
The programmer has to write and maintain both versions to achieve
portability and e!ciency. If OpenCL is used, one may compile ei-
ther of the two algorithms to both processors. However, running
Listing 3 on an x86 CPU would introduce considerable overhead
from the collective scan while running Listing 2 on a Geforce GPU
would result in degenerate performance due to the inability to uti-
lize hardware latency hiding.
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fies heterogeneous programming. Moreover, just like the wide use
of STL in sequential programming, programmers are able to build
complicated applications using only a few key SPAP containers
such as resizable list, reduction and prefix sum. By providing op-
timized processor-specific implementations for each key container,
the SPAP system is able to make SPAP programs e!ciently run on
individual processors. In short, SPAP containers e"ectively hide
the processing model discrepancy with a combination of behavior
consistency and optimized implementations.

SPAP also allows programmers to utilize all available processors
of a heterogenous system to get increased performance. This is
achieved by automatically distributing computations among dif-
ferent processors through an inter-processor task parallelization
scheme. Programmers express computation tasks as a number of
work units. The SPAP runtime system dynamically partitions the
work units into subsets and dispatches them based on the availabil-
ity and capacity of processors. The task partitioning and dispatch-
ing are performed iteratively until all work units are processed.

To summarize, this paper discusses the design and implementation
of SPAP, a new programming language for heterogeneous many-
core systems. Specifically, we make the following contributions:

• We propose SPAP, a container-based parallel programming
language that allows the same program to work e!ciently on
all processors of a heterogeneous system and fully utilize the
heterogeneous processing power.

• We implement a SPAP system, including a SPAP compiler
and a runtime, for x86 CPUs and CUDA capable GPUs.

• We implement a variety of applications in SPAP, including an
AES cipher, a HTML lexical analyzer and a JPEG encoder.
For the JPEG encoder, heterogeneous processing is observed
to deliver a 7.6! speed up on a quad-core CPU and a GPU
relative to a well-optimized C implementation on a single-
core CPU.

In the rest of the paper, we first describe the programming model
of SPAP using source code examples. In Section 3, we detail the
SPAP language constructs, followed by the description of the SPAP
implementation for x86 CPUs and CUDA GPUs in Section 4. Sec-
tion 5 evaluates our programming language using several examples.
Section 6 reviews related work and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Programming Model

In this section we illustrate the programming model of SPAP from
the programmer’s perspective by using source code examples. The
language syntax of SPAP is similar to BSGP [Hou et al. 2008],
which in turn resembles C.

2.1 Containers

Consider a minor subproblem in JPEG encoding. Given a list of
bytes A as input, insert a 0x00 padding byte after each 0xFF byte in
the list to form a new list B.

Listing 1 is the SPAP program for this task. The forall statement
is the fundamental parallel construct in SPAP. A forall loop indi-
cates that each iteration of the loop is completely independent ex-
cept for SPAP container operations. All operations inside forall,
including container operations, are completed once the control flow
is returned to the code following the forall loop.

Listing 1 Padding byte insertion in SPAP

typedef unsigned char byte;
byte<> addPadding(byte<> A){

auto B=new byte<>;
forall(x in A){

B.push_back(x);
if(x==(byte)0xff){

B.push_back((byte)0x00);
}

}
return B;

}

Type byte<> declares a resizable list of bytes. Resizable list is a
fundamental container in SPAP. The push_back operation appends
elements to a list. It guarantees that once the enclosing forall loop
completes, all elements will be appended to the list as if the forall
loop is a sequential for/foreach loop.

Listing 2 x86 padding byte insertion in C++

vector<byte> addPaddingCPU(const vector<byte>& A){
vector<byte> B;
for(int i=0;i<A.size();i++){

byte x=A[i];
B.push_back(x);
if(x==(byte)0xff){

B.push_back((byte)0x00);
}

}
return B;

}

Listing 3 Geforce padding byte insertion in BSGP

dlist(byte) addPaddingGPU(dlist(byte) A){
B=new dlist(byte);
int ntotal;
spawn(A.n){

//use scan to compute final offsets
x=A[thread.rank];
offset=(x==(byte)0xff?2:1);
ntotal=scan(rop_add,offset);
require{

B.resize(ntotal);
}
//write the bytes to the computed offsets
x=A[thread.rank];
B[offset]=x;
if(x==(byte)0xff){B[offset+1]=(byte)0x00;}

}
return B;

}

Listing 2 and Listing 3 are the C++ and BSGP code for the same
task written for x86 CPUs and Geforce GPUs respectively. The
x86 version serially appends the bytes to a standard C++ vector.
Multi-core parallelization is not used due to the parallelization over-
head and bus contention concerns. The Geforce version creates one
thread for each input byte, computes its expected o"set in the out-
put list using a collective prefix sum (the scan function) and writes
input/padding bytes to the output list in parallel. This algorithm is
chosen to create su!ciently many threads to achieve maximum pro-
cessor occupancy and thus maximize the e"ective memory band-
width.

Note the algorithmic di"erence between Listing 2 and Listing 3.
The programmer has to write and maintain both versions to achieve
portability and e!ciency. If OpenCL is used, one may compile ei-
ther of the two algorithms to both processors. However, running
Listing 3 on an x86 CPU would introduce considerable overhead
from the collective scan while running Listing 2 on a Geforce GPU
would result in degenerate performance due to the inability to uti-
lize hardware latency hiding.
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Listing 2 and Listing 3 are the C++ and BSGP code for the same
task written for x86 CPUs and Geforce GPUs respectively. The
x86 version serially appends the bytes to a standard C++ vector.
Multi-core parallelization is not used due to the parallelization over-
head and bus contention concerns. The Geforce version creates one
thread for each input byte, computes its expected o"set in the out-
put list using a collective prefix sum (the scan function) and writes
input/padding bytes to the output list in parallel. This algorithm is
chosen to create su!ciently many threads to achieve maximum pro-
cessor occupancy and thus maximize the e"ective memory band-
width.

Note the algorithmic di"erence between Listing 2 and Listing 3.
The programmer has to write and maintain both versions to achieve
portability and e!ciency. If OpenCL is used, one may compile ei-
ther of the two algorithms to both processors. However, running
Listing 3 on an x86 CPU would introduce considerable overhead
from the collective scan while running Listing 2 on a Geforce GPU
would result in degenerate performance due to the inability to uti-
lize hardware latency hiding.
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“This is the tricky part
The beat, and the chorus,

–Rahzel, godfather of noize
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“This is the tricky part
The beat, and the chorus,

 at the same time
–Rahzel, godfather of noize
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Listing 4 Main loop of a parallel 128-bit AES-CTR cipher

void encrypt(void* pdata,int sz,void* pkey,void* pctr){
//Initialization
int n=(sz>>4);
uint rk[44];
initRoundKey(rk,*(uint4*)pkey);
auto l_FSb=new byte<256>;
auto l_FT0=new uint<256>;
memcpy(&l_FSb[0],FSb,sizeof(FSb));
memcpy(&l_FT0[0],FT0,sizeof(FT0));
uint3 c0=*(uint3*)pctr;
//Partition block 0..n-1 across processors
distribute(p0:p1 in 0:n-1){

int m=p1-p0+1;
auto p=new uint4<>;
int base=p.mount((uint4*)pdata+p0,m);
//p[base] now refers to ((uint4*)pdata)[p0]
forall(i=0:m-1){

uint4 x=make_uint4(c0.x,c0.y,c0.z,
bigEndian((uint)(i+p0)));

aesEncodeBlock(x,rk,l_FSb,l_FT0);
p[base+i]^=x;

}
p.unmount();

}
}

Using SPAP containers, the programmer only needs to write a sin-
gle program as in Listing 1. At run time, the SPAP system de-
tects available processors and substitutes respective optimized im-
plementations for container operations. For x86 processors, the sys-
tem replaces the SPAP push_back with an STL-like push_back
when forall is executed on a single core. If forall is paral-
lelized over multiple cores, the appended elements are redirected to
per-core temporary lists that are merged at the end of forall. For
Geforce GPUs, a temporary work space is allocated before forall,
and push_back is replaced by writes to the work space. At the end
of forall, the o!set in the final output for each appended ele-
ment is computed using a parallel prefix sum. Finally, the elements
are moved from the work space to their respective final positions.
Please refer to Appendix A for more details about the Geforce im-
plementation.

2.2 Distributing Computations Among Processors

Now we demonstrate how to distribute computation across het-
erogenous processors using SPAP. Consider a 128-bit AES-CTR
cipher [Federal ; Dworkin 2001]. The cipher splits a plain text into
128-bit blocks. Each block is assigned with a counter. The counters
are AES encrypted using an input key and each text block is XOR
(exclusive-or)-ed with its assigned encrypted counter to yield the
cipher text. Since counters for all blocks are independent, all text
blocks can be encrypted in parallel.

Listing 4 is the main loop of a heterogenous parallel AES-CTR ci-
pher. During initialization, two AES lookup tables are copied to
two SPAP lists for later use. Note that SPAP allows a native pointer
to be obtained from a list using operator[] and operator&. The
distribute statement is then used to partition computations into
subsets and dispatch them to available processors. Each subset is
dispatched to a processor, either a CPU core or a GPU with a ded-
icated CPU core that handles the corresponding GPU driver calls.
Each processor then mounts a SPAP list p to its portion of the in-
put data and uses forall to process p, utilizing in-processor data
parallelism if available.

In the distribute statement, a global parallel task is partitioned
into smaller subsets and dispatched to individual processors. The
global task is abstractly represented as an integer interval a:bwhere
every integer between a and b inclusively represents one work unit.

In Listing 4, one work unit corresponds to one plain text block. The
n text blocks to be processed are represented as the integer inter-
val 0:n-1. Whenever a processor becomes available, a subset is
split from the remaining task and dispatched to the processor. The
subset size is determined by an integer measure of the processor’s
processing capability. For example, consider the case where a pro-
cessor with capability k is available and the currently remaining
portion of the global task is a:b. If b-a>=k, the task is split into
two subsets a:a+k-1 and a+k:b. a:a+k-1 is dispatched to the
processor and the remaining portion of global task is replaced by
a+k:b. If b-a<k, task a:b is directly dispatched to the processor
and the distribute statement exits after all processors have fin-
ished their subtasks. Fig. 2 illustrates an example task splitting and
dispatching process.
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Figure 2: Partition and dispatch a task to available processors.

The capability of each processor should be chosen to be small
enough to allow reasonable load balancing among all processors,
and large enough to avoid introducing significant overhead on the
processor. In SPAP, each processor has a default capability value
optimized for work units consisting of a few tens or hundreds of
arithmetic operations. When the default values are inappropriate,
the programmer may specify alternative values.

2.3 Heterogeneous Processing with Containers

In this subsection, we use a more sophisticated example to demon-
strate how to use SPAP containers in heterogeneous processing.
Listing 5 is the code of a parallel prefix lexing [Hillis and Guy
L. Steele 1986] pass in our parallel HTML lexical analyzer. This
pass handles pointed brackets and quotes. The parallel prefix lex-
ing algorithm computes the state of a lexing finite state machine
at each character of an input string. It converts each character to
a state transition table and computes a parallel prefix sum of the
tables using a table composition operator. Our implementation fur-
ther optimizes this algorithm by only computing the prefix sum at
key characters, i.e., characters that correspond to non-identity state
transitions.

In Listing 5, the work is first distributed to all available processors.
A prefix sum container is constructed via makePrefixSum. The
subsequent forall loops over all characters in the current subset
to detect key characters. For each key character, its state transition
table is added to the prefix sum container. Finally, a serialization
task is created using the serialize construct to merge the results
of all subsets.

The code block enclosed by serialize is converted to a sequen-
tial loop over all subsets and executed at the end of the enclosing
distribute statement. For all subsets, the code block is executed
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The subrange size for parallelizing multi-core forall is iteratively
tuned to make the processing time for each subrange above an em-
pirical threshold T0. At the end of each forall, the subrange size

s is updated to s! = max
!

s,
T0

T
n
"

, where T is the forall execution

time and n is the number of iterations. T0 is empirically chosen to
be large enough to prevent the multi-core scheduler from introduc-
ing significant overhead while small enough to yield satisfactory
load balance.

The CPU versus GPU decision is more complicated than purely
CPU-side decisions as it depends on the problem scale. GPU may
be more e!cient than CPU when there are a su!ciently large num-
ber of iterations in the forall loop, while CPU is always more
e!cient when the processing cost of the entire forall is less than
the GPU kernel launch overhead. Our solution is to find a proper
threshold – the GPU approach is used when the iteration count is
above the threshold and the CPU approach is used otherwise. The
threshold is determined using a binary search like method based on
timing comparisons of CPU and GPU approaches. For more details
about the threshold tuning, please refer to Appendix C. Note that
the CPU versus GPU decision only needs to be made for forall
loops outside distribute. In distribute, the CPU versus GPU
decision is solely made according to the type of the available pro-
cessor to avoid violating data locality assumptions.

5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section we use several examples to evaluate the performance
of our SPAP system on x86 CPUs and CUDA GPUs. As mentioned,
an important advantage of SPAP is that it greatly simplifies hetero-
geneous programming by providing portable high level containers.
This assessment is necessarily subjective and the best way to verify
it is to examine SPAP source code and compare the programming
style with alternative programming environments. For this reason,
we provide the SPAP source code of our JPEG encoder in Appendix
D in addition to the code samples in Section 2.

Machine CPU GPU
1 Intel Xeon 3.73GHz "2 8600GT (32 ALUs)
2 Intel Xeon 3.73GHz "2 9800GT (112 ALUs)
3 AMD Phenom 2.60GHz "4 GTX280 (240 ALUs)

Table 1: Test machines used in this paper.

Our evaluation focuses on two points - the overall potential of het-
erogeneous processing using SPAP and the quality of processor-
specific code generated from behavior consistent containers. We
implemented three examples from di"erent application fields and
tested them on a variety of architectures. Table 1 lists our test ma-
chines. The tested GPUs span all three existing generations of the
NVIDIA GeForce brand. The three examples we implemented are:

• AES encrypts a file using the AES-CTR algorithm [Federal ;
Dworkin 2001]. It is a simple, embarrassingly parallel work-
load that evaluates an arithmetic intensive function indepen-
dently on many input blocks.

• HTML generates the list of tags and data contents from a
HTML file. It is a moderately complicated workload that
involves a few behavior consistent container operations like
prefix sum and push_back.

• JPEG is a JPEG image encoder. It is a realistic application and
involves a few processing steps with di"erent parallelization
characteristics.

Table 2 lists the raw performance data for all examples on all test
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Figure 4: Speedup factors comparing to baseline. For the JPEG
example, Intel IPP speedup is also provided as a reference.

machines. Note that for each example, we only need to write one
SPAP program. For each machine, three versions of each example
are tested by using hints to restrict the program to run on three con-
figurations, one on CPU only, one on GPU only and one on both
CPU and GPU. For each example, we also run a CPU baseline im-
plementation to provide reference performance data. For AES and
JPEG, the implementations in Crypto++ and libjpeg are used as
baseline implementations. For HTML, we used the CPU restricted
version of our SPAP program as the baseline since there are no
publicly available implementations. Timings of the JPEG example
include the time taken to write the output file due to the di!culty
of separating output code from the processing code in libjpeg. I/O
time is excluded in other examples. Fig. 4 shows the speedup rela-
tive to baseline implementations, and ideal heterogeneous speedups
are shown as the "ideal" bars. The ideal heterogeneous speedup is
computed by combining the CPU and GPU processing time assum-
ing an ideally balanced workload, i.e., the harmonic mean of the
CPU and GPU processing time.

The potential of heterogeneous processing has been clearly demon-
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The subrange size for parallelizing multi-core forall is iteratively
tuned to make the processing time for each subrange above an em-
pirical threshold T0. At the end of each forall, the subrange size

s is updated to s! = max
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T0

T
n
"

, where T is the forall execution

time and n is the number of iterations. T0 is empirically chosen to
be large enough to prevent the multi-core scheduler from introduc-
ing significant overhead while small enough to yield satisfactory
load balance.

The CPU versus GPU decision is more complicated than purely
CPU-side decisions as it depends on the problem scale. GPU may
be more e!cient than CPU when there are a su!ciently large num-
ber of iterations in the forall loop, while CPU is always more
e!cient when the processing cost of the entire forall is less than
the GPU kernel launch overhead. Our solution is to find a proper
threshold – the GPU approach is used when the iteration count is
above the threshold and the CPU approach is used otherwise. The
threshold is determined using a binary search like method based on
timing comparisons of CPU and GPU approaches. For more details
about the threshold tuning, please refer to Appendix C. Note that
the CPU versus GPU decision only needs to be made for forall
loops outside distribute. In distribute, the CPU versus GPU
decision is solely made according to the type of the available pro-
cessor to avoid violating data locality assumptions.

5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section we use several examples to evaluate the performance
of our SPAP system on x86 CPUs and CUDA GPUs. As mentioned,
an important advantage of SPAP is that it greatly simplifies hetero-
geneous programming by providing portable high level containers.
This assessment is necessarily subjective and the best way to verify
it is to examine SPAP source code and compare the programming
style with alternative programming environments. For this reason,
we provide the SPAP source code of our JPEG encoder in Appendix
D in addition to the code samples in Section 2.
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1 Intel Xeon 3.73GHz "2 8600GT (32 ALUs)
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3 AMD Phenom 2.60GHz "4 GTX280 (240 ALUs)

Table 1: Test machines used in this paper.

Our evaluation focuses on two points - the overall potential of het-
erogeneous processing using SPAP and the quality of processor-
specific code generated from behavior consistent containers. We
implemented three examples from di"erent application fields and
tested them on a variety of architectures. Table 1 lists our test ma-
chines. The tested GPUs span all three existing generations of the
NVIDIA GeForce brand. The three examples we implemented are:

• AES encrypts a file using the AES-CTR algorithm [Federal ;
Dworkin 2001]. It is a simple, embarrassingly parallel work-
load that evaluates an arithmetic intensive function indepen-
dently on many input blocks.

• HTML generates the list of tags and data contents from a
HTML file. It is a moderately complicated workload that
involves a few behavior consistent container operations like
prefix sum and push_back.

• JPEG is a JPEG image encoder. It is a realistic application and
involves a few processing steps with di"erent parallelization
characteristics.

Table 2 lists the raw performance data for all examples on all test
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Figure 4: Speedup factors comparing to baseline. For the JPEG
example, Intel IPP speedup is also provided as a reference.

machines. Note that for each example, we only need to write one
SPAP program. For each machine, three versions of each example
are tested by using hints to restrict the program to run on three con-
figurations, one on CPU only, one on GPU only and one on both
CPU and GPU. For each example, we also run a CPU baseline im-
plementation to provide reference performance data. For AES and
JPEG, the implementations in Crypto++ and libjpeg are used as
baseline implementations. For HTML, we used the CPU restricted
version of our SPAP program as the baseline since there are no
publicly available implementations. Timings of the JPEG example
include the time taken to write the output file due to the di!culty
of separating output code from the processing code in libjpeg. I/O
time is excluded in other examples. Fig. 4 shows the speedup rela-
tive to baseline implementations, and ideal heterogeneous speedups
are shown as the "ideal" bars. The ideal heterogeneous speedup is
computed by combining the CPU and GPU processing time assum-
ing an ideally balanced workload, i.e., the harmonic mean of the
CPU and GPU processing time.

The potential of heterogeneous processing has been clearly demon-

The subrange size for parallelizing multi-core forall is iteratively
tuned to make the processing time for each subrange above an em-
pirical threshold T0. At the end of each forall, the subrange size
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, where T is the forall execution

time and n is the number of iterations. T0 is empirically chosen to
be large enough to prevent the multi-core scheduler from introduc-
ing significant overhead while small enough to yield satisfactory
load balance.

The CPU versus GPU decision is more complicated than purely
CPU-side decisions as it depends on the problem scale. GPU may
be more e!cient than CPU when there are a su!ciently large num-
ber of iterations in the forall loop, while CPU is always more
e!cient when the processing cost of the entire forall is less than
the GPU kernel launch overhead. Our solution is to find a proper
threshold – the GPU approach is used when the iteration count is
above the threshold and the CPU approach is used otherwise. The
threshold is determined using a binary search like method based on
timing comparisons of CPU and GPU approaches. For more details
about the threshold tuning, please refer to Appendix C. Note that
the CPU versus GPU decision only needs to be made for forall
loops outside distribute. In distribute, the CPU versus GPU
decision is solely made according to the type of the available pro-
cessor to avoid violating data locality assumptions.

5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section we use several examples to evaluate the performance
of our SPAP system on x86 CPUs and CUDA GPUs. As mentioned,
an important advantage of SPAP is that it greatly simplifies hetero-
geneous programming by providing portable high level containers.
This assessment is necessarily subjective and the best way to verify
it is to examine SPAP source code and compare the programming
style with alternative programming environments. For this reason,
we provide the SPAP source code of our JPEG encoder in Appendix
D in addition to the code samples in Section 2.

Machine CPU GPU
1 Intel Xeon 3.73GHz "2 8600GT (32 ALUs)
2 Intel Xeon 3.73GHz "2 9800GT (112 ALUs)
3 AMD Phenom 2.60GHz "4 GTX280 (240 ALUs)

Table 1: Test machines used in this paper.

Our evaluation focuses on two points - the overall potential of het-
erogeneous processing using SPAP and the quality of processor-
specific code generated from behavior consistent containers. We
implemented three examples from di"erent application fields and
tested them on a variety of architectures. Table 1 lists our test ma-
chines. The tested GPUs span all three existing generations of the
NVIDIA GeForce brand. The three examples we implemented are:

• AES encrypts a file using the AES-CTR algorithm [Federal ;
Dworkin 2001]. It is a simple, embarrassingly parallel work-
load that evaluates an arithmetic intensive function indepen-
dently on many input blocks.

• HTML generates the list of tags and data contents from a
HTML file. It is a moderately complicated workload that
involves a few behavior consistent container operations like
prefix sum and push_back.

• JPEG is a JPEG image encoder. It is a realistic application and
involves a few processing steps with di"erent parallelization
characteristics.

Table 2 lists the raw performance data for all examples on all test
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Figure 4: Speedup factors comparing to baseline. For the JPEG
example, Intel IPP speedup is also provided as a reference.

machines. Note that for each example, we only need to write one
SPAP program. For each machine, three versions of each example
are tested by using hints to restrict the program to run on three con-
figurations, one on CPU only, one on GPU only and one on both
CPU and GPU. For each example, we also run a CPU baseline im-
plementation to provide reference performance data. For AES and
JPEG, the implementations in Crypto++ and libjpeg are used as
baseline implementations. For HTML, we used the CPU restricted
version of our SPAP program as the baseline since there are no
publicly available implementations. Timings of the JPEG example
include the time taken to write the output file due to the di!culty
of separating output code from the processing code in libjpeg. I/O
time is excluded in other examples. Fig. 4 shows the speedup rela-
tive to baseline implementations, and ideal heterogeneous speedups
are shown as the "ideal" bars. The ideal heterogeneous speedup is
computed by combining the CPU and GPU processing time assum-
ing an ideally balanced workload, i.e., the harmonic mean of the
CPU and GPU processing time.

The potential of heterogeneous processing has been clearly demon-
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The subrange size for parallelizing multi-core forall is iteratively
tuned to make the processing time for each subrange above an em-
pirical threshold T0. At the end of each forall, the subrange size

s is updated to s! = max
!

s,
T0

T
n
"

, where T is the forall execution

time and n is the number of iterations. T0 is empirically chosen to
be large enough to prevent the multi-core scheduler from introduc-
ing significant overhead while small enough to yield satisfactory
load balance.

The CPU versus GPU decision is more complicated than purely
CPU-side decisions as it depends on the problem scale. GPU may
be more e!cient than CPU when there are a su!ciently large num-
ber of iterations in the forall loop, while CPU is always more
e!cient when the processing cost of the entire forall is less than
the GPU kernel launch overhead. Our solution is to find a proper
threshold – the GPU approach is used when the iteration count is
above the threshold and the CPU approach is used otherwise. The
threshold is determined using a binary search like method based on
timing comparisons of CPU and GPU approaches. For more details
about the threshold tuning, please refer to Appendix C. Note that
the CPU versus GPU decision only needs to be made for forall
loops outside distribute. In distribute, the CPU versus GPU
decision is solely made according to the type of the available pro-
cessor to avoid violating data locality assumptions.

5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section we use several examples to evaluate the performance
of our SPAP system on x86 CPUs and CUDA GPUs. As mentioned,
an important advantage of SPAP is that it greatly simplifies hetero-
geneous programming by providing portable high level containers.
This assessment is necessarily subjective and the best way to verify
it is to examine SPAP source code and compare the programming
style with alternative programming environments. For this reason,
we provide the SPAP source code of our JPEG encoder in Appendix
D in addition to the code samples in Section 2.

Machine CPU GPU
1 Intel Xeon 3.73GHz "2 8600GT (32 ALUs)
2 Intel Xeon 3.73GHz "2 9800GT (112 ALUs)
3 AMD Phenom 2.60GHz "4 GTX280 (240 ALUs)

Table 1: Test machines used in this paper.

Our evaluation focuses on two points - the overall potential of het-
erogeneous processing using SPAP and the quality of processor-
specific code generated from behavior consistent containers. We
implemented three examples from di"erent application fields and
tested them on a variety of architectures. Table 1 lists our test ma-
chines. The tested GPUs span all three existing generations of the
NVIDIA GeForce brand. The three examples we implemented are:

• AES encrypts a file using the AES-CTR algorithm [Federal ;
Dworkin 2001]. It is a simple, embarrassingly parallel work-
load that evaluates an arithmetic intensive function indepen-
dently on many input blocks.

• HTML generates the list of tags and data contents from a
HTML file. It is a moderately complicated workload that
involves a few behavior consistent container operations like
prefix sum and push_back.

• JPEG is a JPEG image encoder. It is a realistic application and
involves a few processing steps with di"erent parallelization
characteristics.

Table 2 lists the raw performance data for all examples on all test
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Figure 4: Speedup factors comparing to baseline. For the JPEG
example, Intel IPP speedup is also provided as a reference.

machines. Note that for each example, we only need to write one
SPAP program. For each machine, three versions of each example
are tested by using hints to restrict the program to run on three con-
figurations, one on CPU only, one on GPU only and one on both
CPU and GPU. For each example, we also run a CPU baseline im-
plementation to provide reference performance data. For AES and
JPEG, the implementations in Crypto++ and libjpeg are used as
baseline implementations. For HTML, we used the CPU restricted
version of our SPAP program as the baseline since there are no
publicly available implementations. Timings of the JPEG example
include the time taken to write the output file due to the di!culty
of separating output code from the processing code in libjpeg. I/O
time is excluded in other examples. Fig. 4 shows the speedup rela-
tive to baseline implementations, and ideal heterogeneous speedups
are shown as the "ideal" bars. The ideal heterogeneous speedup is
computed by combining the CPU and GPU processing time assum-
ing an ideally balanced workload, i.e., the harmonic mean of the
CPU and GPU processing time.

The potential of heterogeneous processing has been clearly demon-

The subrange size for parallelizing multi-core forall is iteratively
tuned to make the processing time for each subrange above an em-
pirical threshold T0. At the end of each forall, the subrange size

s is updated to s! = max
!

s,
T0

T
n
"

, where T is the forall execution

time and n is the number of iterations. T0 is empirically chosen to
be large enough to prevent the multi-core scheduler from introduc-
ing significant overhead while small enough to yield satisfactory
load balance.

The CPU versus GPU decision is more complicated than purely
CPU-side decisions as it depends on the problem scale. GPU may
be more e!cient than CPU when there are a su!ciently large num-
ber of iterations in the forall loop, while CPU is always more
e!cient when the processing cost of the entire forall is less than
the GPU kernel launch overhead. Our solution is to find a proper
threshold – the GPU approach is used when the iteration count is
above the threshold and the CPU approach is used otherwise. The
threshold is determined using a binary search like method based on
timing comparisons of CPU and GPU approaches. For more details
about the threshold tuning, please refer to Appendix C. Note that
the CPU versus GPU decision only needs to be made for forall
loops outside distribute. In distribute, the CPU versus GPU
decision is solely made according to the type of the available pro-
cessor to avoid violating data locality assumptions.

5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section we use several examples to evaluate the performance
of our SPAP system on x86 CPUs and CUDA GPUs. As mentioned,
an important advantage of SPAP is that it greatly simplifies hetero-
geneous programming by providing portable high level containers.
This assessment is necessarily subjective and the best way to verify
it is to examine SPAP source code and compare the programming
style with alternative programming environments. For this reason,
we provide the SPAP source code of our JPEG encoder in Appendix
D in addition to the code samples in Section 2.

Machine CPU GPU
1 Intel Xeon 3.73GHz "2 8600GT (32 ALUs)
2 Intel Xeon 3.73GHz "2 9800GT (112 ALUs)
3 AMD Phenom 2.60GHz "4 GTX280 (240 ALUs)

Table 1: Test machines used in this paper.

Our evaluation focuses on two points - the overall potential of het-
erogeneous processing using SPAP and the quality of processor-
specific code generated from behavior consistent containers. We
implemented three examples from di"erent application fields and
tested them on a variety of architectures. Table 1 lists our test ma-
chines. The tested GPUs span all three existing generations of the
NVIDIA GeForce brand. The three examples we implemented are:

• AES encrypts a file using the AES-CTR algorithm [Federal ;
Dworkin 2001]. It is a simple, embarrassingly parallel work-
load that evaluates an arithmetic intensive function indepen-
dently on many input blocks.

• HTML generates the list of tags and data contents from a
HTML file. It is a moderately complicated workload that
involves a few behavior consistent container operations like
prefix sum and push_back.

• JPEG is a JPEG image encoder. It is a realistic application and
involves a few processing steps with di"erent parallelization
characteristics.

Table 2 lists the raw performance data for all examples on all test
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Figure 4: Speedup factors comparing to baseline. For the JPEG
example, Intel IPP speedup is also provided as a reference.

machines. Note that for each example, we only need to write one
SPAP program. For each machine, three versions of each example
are tested by using hints to restrict the program to run on three con-
figurations, one on CPU only, one on GPU only and one on both
CPU and GPU. For each example, we also run a CPU baseline im-
plementation to provide reference performance data. For AES and
JPEG, the implementations in Crypto++ and libjpeg are used as
baseline implementations. For HTML, we used the CPU restricted
version of our SPAP program as the baseline since there are no
publicly available implementations. Timings of the JPEG example
include the time taken to write the output file due to the di!culty
of separating output code from the processing code in libjpeg. I/O
time is excluded in other examples. Fig. 4 shows the speedup rela-
tive to baseline implementations, and ideal heterogeneous speedups
are shown as the "ideal" bars. The ideal heterogeneous speedup is
computed by combining the CPU and GPU processing time assum-
ing an ideally balanced workload, i.e., the harmonic mean of the
CPU and GPU processing time.

The potential of heterogeneous processing has been clearly demon-
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The subrange size for parallelizing multi-core forall is iteratively
tuned to make the processing time for each subrange above an em-
pirical threshold T0. At the end of each forall, the subrange size

s is updated to s! = max
!

s,
T0

T
n
"

, where T is the forall execution

time and n is the number of iterations. T0 is empirically chosen to
be large enough to prevent the multi-core scheduler from introduc-
ing significant overhead while small enough to yield satisfactory
load balance.

The CPU versus GPU decision is more complicated than purely
CPU-side decisions as it depends on the problem scale. GPU may
be more e!cient than CPU when there are a su!ciently large num-
ber of iterations in the forall loop, while CPU is always more
e!cient when the processing cost of the entire forall is less than
the GPU kernel launch overhead. Our solution is to find a proper
threshold – the GPU approach is used when the iteration count is
above the threshold and the CPU approach is used otherwise. The
threshold is determined using a binary search like method based on
timing comparisons of CPU and GPU approaches. For more details
about the threshold tuning, please refer to Appendix C. Note that
the CPU versus GPU decision only needs to be made for forall
loops outside distribute. In distribute, the CPU versus GPU
decision is solely made according to the type of the available pro-
cessor to avoid violating data locality assumptions.

5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section we use several examples to evaluate the performance
of our SPAP system on x86 CPUs and CUDA GPUs. As mentioned,
an important advantage of SPAP is that it greatly simplifies hetero-
geneous programming by providing portable high level containers.
This assessment is necessarily subjective and the best way to verify
it is to examine SPAP source code and compare the programming
style with alternative programming environments. For this reason,
we provide the SPAP source code of our JPEG encoder in Appendix
D in addition to the code samples in Section 2.

Machine CPU GPU
1 Intel Xeon 3.73GHz "2 8600GT (32 ALUs)
2 Intel Xeon 3.73GHz "2 9800GT (112 ALUs)
3 AMD Phenom 2.60GHz "4 GTX280 (240 ALUs)

Table 1: Test machines used in this paper.

Our evaluation focuses on two points - the overall potential of het-
erogeneous processing using SPAP and the quality of processor-
specific code generated from behavior consistent containers. We
implemented three examples from di"erent application fields and
tested them on a variety of architectures. Table 1 lists our test ma-
chines. The tested GPUs span all three existing generations of the
NVIDIA GeForce brand. The three examples we implemented are:

• AES encrypts a file using the AES-CTR algorithm [Federal ;
Dworkin 2001]. It is a simple, embarrassingly parallel work-
load that evaluates an arithmetic intensive function indepen-
dently on many input blocks.

• HTML generates the list of tags and data contents from a
HTML file. It is a moderately complicated workload that
involves a few behavior consistent container operations like
prefix sum and push_back.

• JPEG is a JPEG image encoder. It is a realistic application and
involves a few processing steps with di"erent parallelization
characteristics.

Table 2 lists the raw performance data for all examples on all test
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Figure 4: Speedup factors comparing to baseline. For the JPEG
example, Intel IPP speedup is also provided as a reference.

machines. Note that for each example, we only need to write one
SPAP program. For each machine, three versions of each example
are tested by using hints to restrict the program to run on three con-
figurations, one on CPU only, one on GPU only and one on both
CPU and GPU. For each example, we also run a CPU baseline im-
plementation to provide reference performance data. For AES and
JPEG, the implementations in Crypto++ and libjpeg are used as
baseline implementations. For HTML, we used the CPU restricted
version of our SPAP program as the baseline since there are no
publicly available implementations. Timings of the JPEG example
include the time taken to write the output file due to the di!culty
of separating output code from the processing code in libjpeg. I/O
time is excluded in other examples. Fig. 4 shows the speedup rela-
tive to baseline implementations, and ideal heterogeneous speedups
are shown as the "ideal" bars. The ideal heterogeneous speedup is
computed by combining the CPU and GPU processing time assum-
ing an ideally balanced workload, i.e., the harmonic mean of the
CPU and GPU processing time.

The potential of heterogeneous processing has been clearly demon-

The subrange size for parallelizing multi-core forall is iteratively
tuned to make the processing time for each subrange above an em-
pirical threshold T0. At the end of each forall, the subrange size

s is updated to s! = max
!

s,
T0

T
n
"

, where T is the forall execution

time and n is the number of iterations. T0 is empirically chosen to
be large enough to prevent the multi-core scheduler from introduc-
ing significant overhead while small enough to yield satisfactory
load balance.

The CPU versus GPU decision is more complicated than purely
CPU-side decisions as it depends on the problem scale. GPU may
be more e!cient than CPU when there are a su!ciently large num-
ber of iterations in the forall loop, while CPU is always more
e!cient when the processing cost of the entire forall is less than
the GPU kernel launch overhead. Our solution is to find a proper
threshold – the GPU approach is used when the iteration count is
above the threshold and the CPU approach is used otherwise. The
threshold is determined using a binary search like method based on
timing comparisons of CPU and GPU approaches. For more details
about the threshold tuning, please refer to Appendix C. Note that
the CPU versus GPU decision only needs to be made for forall
loops outside distribute. In distribute, the CPU versus GPU
decision is solely made according to the type of the available pro-
cessor to avoid violating data locality assumptions.

5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section we use several examples to evaluate the performance
of our SPAP system on x86 CPUs and CUDA GPUs. As mentioned,
an important advantage of SPAP is that it greatly simplifies hetero-
geneous programming by providing portable high level containers.
This assessment is necessarily subjective and the best way to verify
it is to examine SPAP source code and compare the programming
style with alternative programming environments. For this reason,
we provide the SPAP source code of our JPEG encoder in Appendix
D in addition to the code samples in Section 2.

Machine CPU GPU
1 Intel Xeon 3.73GHz "2 8600GT (32 ALUs)
2 Intel Xeon 3.73GHz "2 9800GT (112 ALUs)
3 AMD Phenom 2.60GHz "4 GTX280 (240 ALUs)

Table 1: Test machines used in this paper.

Our evaluation focuses on two points - the overall potential of het-
erogeneous processing using SPAP and the quality of processor-
specific code generated from behavior consistent containers. We
implemented three examples from di"erent application fields and
tested them on a variety of architectures. Table 1 lists our test ma-
chines. The tested GPUs span all three existing generations of the
NVIDIA GeForce brand. The three examples we implemented are:

• AES encrypts a file using the AES-CTR algorithm [Federal ;
Dworkin 2001]. It is a simple, embarrassingly parallel work-
load that evaluates an arithmetic intensive function indepen-
dently on many input blocks.

• HTML generates the list of tags and data contents from a
HTML file. It is a moderately complicated workload that
involves a few behavior consistent container operations like
prefix sum and push_back.

• JPEG is a JPEG image encoder. It is a realistic application and
involves a few processing steps with di"erent parallelization
characteristics.

Table 2 lists the raw performance data for all examples on all test
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Figure 4: Speedup factors comparing to baseline. For the JPEG
example, Intel IPP speedup is also provided as a reference.

machines. Note that for each example, we only need to write one
SPAP program. For each machine, three versions of each example
are tested by using hints to restrict the program to run on three con-
figurations, one on CPU only, one on GPU only and one on both
CPU and GPU. For each example, we also run a CPU baseline im-
plementation to provide reference performance data. For AES and
JPEG, the implementations in Crypto++ and libjpeg are used as
baseline implementations. For HTML, we used the CPU restricted
version of our SPAP program as the baseline since there are no
publicly available implementations. Timings of the JPEG example
include the time taken to write the output file due to the di!culty
of separating output code from the processing code in libjpeg. I/O
time is excluded in other examples. Fig. 4 shows the speedup rela-
tive to baseline implementations, and ideal heterogeneous speedups
are shown as the "ideal" bars. The ideal heterogeneous speedup is
computed by combining the CPU and GPU processing time assum-
ing an ideally balanced workload, i.e., the harmonic mean of the
CPU and GPU processing time.

The potential of heterogeneous processing has been clearly demon-
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